SEPTA Youth Advisory Council Meeting Minutes
7/27/ 11 Meeting No. 24
YAC MEMBERS IN ATTENDENCE
Scott Dubin, Chair
Emily Shaeffer, Tech. Chair
Garrett Albanesius
Christie Mast
Nicholas Motignani
Jacob Nussbaum
Julia Roughton
Jonathan Tieu
Gary Thomas
George Wright

SEPTA REPRESENTATIVES IN ATTENDENCE
Nilda Rivera-Frazier, SEPTA Customer Service & Advocacy

Agenda Item: Chair’s Report
Scott reported this month, discussed plan for next year. Once the events for
new student orientation are finished then the group will focus more one getting to
know each other and working towards our goals.
Marcus introduced an icebreaker to start the meeting called “Two Truths and
a Lie” where members had to guess whether or not the things they shared about
themselves were fact. The game turned out to put a positive mood to the meeting.
Emily also handed out the YAC books she assembled to help everyone learn a little
bit about each other and put a face to the names in the group. Afterward it was
stressed that more input and cooperation are necessary from members. Nilda also
mentioned the Bryn Mawr orientation dates as well as the UPenn trolley and bus
tour.
Scott and Marcus attended the CAC meeting, which dealt with more
discussion on the smart card fare system. This system incorporates student ID’s and
fares to allow students to ride SEPTA.
Outreach and Communications Report: Prizes for the contest winners were sent
out. Also more pamphlets and resources to share SEPTA’s information were needed
for the fair at Villanova. Nilda said she would soon be receiving an updated
brochure.
Transit Education Subcommittee report: School specific material would be more
beneficial and will be further discussed in the groups’ individual subcommittee
meeting.
Service Evaluation: The suburban survey was finished in the spring; writing a new
one for August is not necessary as we can just print out more. After the results are in
then they can pool the statistics.
Agenda Item: General Discussion
Discussion Summary: Attendance was discussed as well as a reminder for everyone
to submit their class schedule to the YAC committee and updated bio for the
website.

